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Detecting Abuse of Authentication Mechanisms
Summary
Malicious cyber actors are abusing trust in federated authentication environments to access protected data. The
exploitation occurs after the actors have gained initial access to a victim’s on-premises network. The actors leverage
privileged access in the on-premises environment to subvert the mechanisms that the organization uses to grant access
to cloud and on-premises resources and/or to compromise administrator credentials with the ability to manage cloud
resources. The actors demonstrate two sets of tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP) for gaining access to the victim
network’s cloud resources, often with a particular focus on organizational email.
In the first TTP, the actors compromise on-premises components of a federated SSO infrastructure and steal the
credential or private key that is used to sign Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) tokens (TA00061, T1552,
T1552.004). Using the private keys, the actors then forge trusted authentication tokens to access cloud resources. A
recent NSA Cybersecurity Advisory warned of actors exploiting a vulnerability in VMware Access ®2 and VMware Identity
Manager®3 that allowed them to perform this TTP and abuse federated SSO infrastructure [1]. While that example of this
TTP may have previously been attributed to nation-state actors, a wealth of actors could be leveraging this TTP for their
objectives. This SAML forgery technique has been known and used by cyber actors since at least 2017 [2].
In a variation of the first TTP, if the malicious cyber actors are unable to obtain an on-premises signing key, they would
attempt to gain sufficient administrative privileges within the cloud tenant to add a malicious certificate trust relationship for
forging SAML tokens.
In the second TTP, the actors leverage a compromised global administrator account to assign credentials to cloud
application service principals (identities for cloud applications that allow the applications to be invoked to access other
cloud resources). The actors then invoke the application’s credentials for automated access to cloud resources (often
email in particular) that would otherwise be difficult for the actors to access or would more easily be noticed as suspicious
(T1114, T1114.002).
Note that these TTPs (in and of themselves) do not constitute vulnerabilities in the design principles of federated identity
management, the SAML protocol, or on-premises and cloud identity services. The security of identity federation in any
cloud environment directly depends on trust in the on-premises components that perform authentication, assign privileges,
and sign SAML tokens. If any of these components is compromised, then the trust in authentication tokens from the
components is misplaced and can be abused for unauthorized access.
It is critical when running products that perform authentication that the server and all the services that depend on it are
properly configured for secure operation and integration. Otherwise, SAML tokens could be forged, granting access to
numerous resources. Microsoft Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) ®4 is an identity federation technology used
to federate identities with Active Directory (AD) ®5, Azure Active Directory (AAD) ®6, and other identity providers, such as
VMware Identity Manager. By abusing the federated authentication, the actors are not exploiting a vulnerability in ADFS,
AD, or AAD, but rather abusing the trust established across the integrated components. Due to the popularity of ADFS,
numerous actors target ADFS, as well as other identity providers trusted by ADFS (T1199), to gain access to cloud
services, such as Microsoft Office 365. Once access is gained, the actors monitor or exfiltrate emails and documents
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stored in Microsoft Office 365®7 environments (T1114, T1114.002). Therefore, when using ADFS, NSA recommends
following Microsoft’s®8 best practices, especially for securing SAML tokens and requiring multi-factor authentication [3] [4].
Regardless of how the initial on-premises compromise occurred, detecting authentication abuse can aid in detecting the
compromise and even contain it if responded to quickly enough. The recent SolarWinds Orion ®9 code compromise is one
serious example of how on-premises systems can be compromised leading to abuse of federated authentication and
malicious cloud access [5] [6]. Affected customers are strongly recommended to follow CISA’s Emergency Directive 20-01
to perform incident response and take mitigation actions [7].

Mitigation Actions
To defend against these TTPs, cloud tenants must pay careful attention to locking down tenant SSO configuration and
service principal usage, as well as hardening the systems that run on-premises identity and federation services.
Monitoring the use of SSO tokens and the use of service principals in the cloud can help detect the compromise of identity
services. While these techniques apply to all cloud environments that support on-premises federated authentication, the
following specific mitigations are focused on Microsoft Azure federation. Many of the techniques can be generalized to
other environments.

Harden Azure Authentication and Authorization Configuration
Azure tenants can configure aspects of authentication and authorization in Azure Active Directory (AAD). When possible,
AAD should be configured to reject authorization requests with tokens having characteristics that deviate from common
practices.


Refer to Microsoft guidance on securing privileged access [8] [9] [10] [11];



Token claims should be consistent with organizational policy;

Azure tenants should follow basic security practices on locking down the use of service principals:


Review all tenant applications with credentials and remove if not necessary;

Follow recommended AAD security practices.


Refer to Microsoft guidance on requiring and enforcing Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) [12] [13] [14];



Refer to Microsoft guidance on disabling legacy authentication to AAD [15].

Harden On-Premises Systems
The ability of actors to conduct this attack hinges on the initial compromise of customer on-premises systems. Without
administrative access to the on-premises identity provider, actors would not be able to generate tokens for use in the
cloud. Follow NSA guidance on locking down endpoint systems, beginning with keeping systems patched and software
updated [20].
Strongly consider deploying a FIPS validated Hardware Security Module (HSM) to store on-premises token signing
certificate private keys. An HSM, aggressively updated, makes it very difficult for actors who have compromised the
system to steal the private keys and use them outside of the network [3].
Ensure core privileged cloud administrative users, groups, and roles are not impacted by data synchronized from onpremises environments, and that cloud administrative roles do not authenticate with SMAL SSO, but instead rely on
cloud-only authentication.
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Detection
Detecting forged SAML token usage is a shared responsibility between the cloud provider and tenant. The cloud provider
leverages its position to look for sophisticated attacks against customers, while the tenant can detect indications in both
on-premises and cloud logs. For this reason it is important to inspect and retain your logs for analysis.
When available, utilize add-on cloud services and log correlation tools that use environmental values and sophisticated
AI/ML algorithms to detect unusual patterns in user authentication and authorization. For those organizations using the
Azure cloud®10, Microsoft offers tools including Azure AD Identity Protection®11, Microsoft Cloud Application Security®12,
and Azure Sentinel, but other third-party products may be used to perform log analysis as well. [16] [17].
Examine logs for suspicious tokens that do not match the baseline for SAML tokens that are typical for the tenant, and
audit SAML token use to detect anomalies, for example:


Tokens with an unusually long lifetime;



Tokens with unusual claims that do not match organizational policy;



Tokens that claim to have been authenticated using a method that is not used by the organization (e.g., MFA
when the organization does not use MFA, or MFA by a provider that does not usually perform MFA);



Tokens presented without corresponding log entries, such as tokens with MFA claims where there is no
corresponding MFA system transaction, or tokens consumed at the resource with no corresponding federation
server transaction.



Tokens that include a claim that it is for inside the corporate network when it is not;



Tokens that are used to access cloud resources that do not have records of being created by the on-premises
identity provider in its logs

Examine logs for the suspicious use of service principals:


Audit the creation and use of service principal credentials;



In particular, look for unusual application usage, such as a dormant or forgotten application being used again;



Audit the assignment of credentials to applications that allows non-interactive sign-in by the application [18] [19].

Look for unexpected trust relationships that have been added to AAD [18].

Consider using Azure Active Directory as the Authoritative Identity Provider
By consolidating identity and access natively in the cloud, tenants relieve themselves from the burden of managing the
federation of authentication and the on-premises service, and gain more of the protections that the cloud provider has in
place, including system hardening, configuration and monitoring. The drawback of doing this is that SSO may not work
across on-premises and cloud resources and the tenant must trust the cloud provider to host user credential information.
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Disclaimer of Endorsement
The information and opinions contained in this document are provided "as is" and without any warranties or guarantees. Reference herein to any specific
commercial products, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not constitute or imply its endorsement,
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government, and this guidance shall not be used for advertising or product endorsement purposes.

Purpose
This document was developed in furtherance of NSA’s cybersecurity missions, including its responsibilities to identify and disseminate threats to
National Security Systems, Department of Defense, and Defense Industrial Base information systems, and to develop and issue cybersecurity
specifications and mitigations. This information may be shared broadly to reach all appropriate stakeholders.
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